LTCCC Assisted Living Working Group
Friday, September 21st
Minutes

Participants: Jarlene Choy, Laura Liesem, Shireen McSpadden, Wendy Lee, Rose Johns, Cindy Kauffman, Dan Kaplan, Alicia Neumann, Juliana Terheyden, Allegra Fortunati, Melissa McGee, Kelly Hiramoto, Anna Chodo, Manish Goyal, Nereida Helles, Joe Molica, Max Gara

Staff: Valerie Coleman

AGENDA

Introductions. Meeting started with introductions.

Report out on Demand and Supply Research Groups. Introduced the two draft documents compiled from input of the Demand and Supply Research Groups; walked through the structure, information, and asked for member feedback.

Some suggestions may include:

- Reaching out to placement agencies
- Have neighboring counties captured either the demand or supply information? (Contextualize the issues within the region) Does SF have a similar demand population (part of the reason out of counties are available, is because the home county isn’t utilizing them – so SF is a reliable funder)
- How much do surrounding counties subsidize? Hard to get the counties to share (San Mateo has though)
- Home and Community Based Alternative Waiver is about to double (people who need more care than what SSI is able to provide) – IOA can provide regional and SF active clients (+waitlist)

Next Steps

- Start planning the Strategies Group: DAAS will coordinate with members about potential first meetings.
• Additionally, the full workgroup may need to meet more often – twice a month?

Next Assisted Living Workgroup Meeting: Friday, October 19th

Demand Research Group meeting: Oct 2nd 4-5pm, Oct 17th 3-4pm

Supply Research Group meetings: Sept 24 11-12:30pm, Oct. 16th 10-11:30am

All meeting information can be found online: http://www.ltccsf.org/archives/1996